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XBoom, a leading provider of cutting-edge drone technology solutions, offers
comprehensive drone training programs designed to empower enthusiasts and
professionals alike with the knowledge and skills needed to navigate the evolving
world of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). With a commitment to excellence and
innovation.

XBoom's training courses cover a wide range of topics, from basic drone
operation to advanced aerial maneuvers and industry-specific applications.
Participants can expect hands-on experience, expert guidance, and the latest
insights into drone technology, ensuring they are well-equipped to harness the
full potential of these versatile devices. As a trusted authority in the drone
industry, XBoom's training programs set the standard for excellence, preparing
individuals to safely and proficiently operate drones in various environments and
sectors.

Introduction



What to
expect from
our pilot
training
program

01 Go Beyond and hone your pilot skills by harnessing our
meritorious drone pilot training program to fulfill your drone
dreams.

Certified Instructors

02 Approved by DGCA, our applauded drone pilot training and
courses facilitate you towards a rewarding career path.

DGCA Approved Training

Awarding a training certificate that elevates your
conception of drone technology, our UAV pilot courses
push the limits of your comprehension and knowledge.

Training Certificate
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What to
expect from
our pilot
training
program

04 Unearth your ambitious passion for drone piloting with our
thriving practicum and grounding.

100% Practical training

05 The effective courses, as taught by our dexterous
trainers put you on a path to a glorious career.

Job Oriented Course Syllabus

We offer our students the opportunity and experience to
be employed in our drone pilot network and work closely
with us.

Drone Pilot Network
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Syllabus

Regulations of DGCA, Civil Aviation Requirements

Basic principles of flight

Introduction to Multirotor

Drone Equipment Maintenance

Final Test – Theory

Introduction to Flight Simulator

Flight simulator training

Practical Flying with Instructor Supervision

Assembling of a custom drone (For custom drones)

Practical flying with instructor supervision

Practical flying with instructor / solo flying

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

The course deals with
the explanation of
technical aspects of
drone, regulations,
simulation and drone
pilot training.



Mini Drone
Training

Different types of drone training have
different prices here you can explore
the various price tiers for the various
training you can avail

Pricing

₹6,000

Enterprise
Drone

Training ₹8,000

Agriculture
Drone

Training ₹12,000



330, 27th Main Rd, Sector 2,
HSR Layout, Pin : 560102
84478 31821
Xboom.in
@xboompower

Contact
Us!

Xboom Utilities


